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### General Education Requirements

Please refer to your general catalogue for information regarding the proper courses for General Education Requirements.

1) **Cat. I: Writing**
   - SS H190A

2) **Cat. II: Science & Technology**
   - SS H190B

3) **Cat. III: Social & Beh.Sci.**
   - SS H190C

4) **Cat. IV: Arts & Humanities**
   - SS H190D

5) **Cat. V: Math**
   - SS H190E

6) **Cat. VI: Language other than English**
   - SS H190F

7) **Cat. VII: Multicultural Studies**
   - SS H190G

8) **Cat. VIII: Int’l/Global Issues**
   - SS H190H

9) **School of Social Sciences**
   - SS H190I

   **Computer technology requirement**
   - SS 3A or ICS 31

   **One Course Only**

10) **Fundamental Concepts, Analytical Tools, and Methods in Social Science**

11) **Intro to Soc Policy & Pub Service**

12) **Cultural Competency**

13) **Leadership**

14) **Two courses in Research Methods**

15) **Three quarters of Field Studies in Public & community Service**

16) **Off-campus Internship Experience**

17) **Functional Focus**

Three courses from one of the three areas:

Choose 1 focus and take 3 classes:
- **Education**
- **Health**
- **Governance**

**Education courses:** Educ 124, 126, 132, 153, 157, 175, 180, 182; Chic/Lat 189(when focus is Education); Econ 158, Psych 141J, 141K, 141L, SS 196 (2 quarters=1 course)

**Health courses:** Anth 120B, 132A, 134A, 134G; Chic/Lat 168, 178, 179 (when focus is Health); Psych 120A, 120D, 121S, 127C, 127E, 127F, 127H, 127I, 127T, 171A, 174A, 174E, 174F; Sociol 135, 154


**Focus:**

- **Courses:**

18) **HONORS program:**

   **SS H190A (Fall)**
   - (Hons Research Workshop)

   **SS H190B (Winter)**
   - (Hons Thesis Research)

   **SS H190C (Spring)**
   - (Hons Thesis)

   **PLEASE NOTE:** All Soc Soci majors must complete a minimum of 15 courses for a letter grade with a minimum GPA of 2.00 in their major, including a minimum of 10 separate Upper-Div courses. **Cumulative GPA also must be 2.00 or above.**

   **NOTE:** Credit for 36 of the last 45 units of work immediately preceding graduation must be earned in residence on the UCI campus. **EAP, UCDC, or IOP (with International Study Advance Contract) are considered in residence.**

18) **Units needed to Grad.**

   **Minus completed units**
   - _______

   **Remaining Units**
   - _______

   **Units in progress (IP)**
   - _______

   **Estimated units to complete**
   - _______

### Disclaimer: It is your responsibility to retain copies of degree checks if you are not a declared major.